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Today I take my time 
I stretch my body, I linger and I yawn,
I won’t worry about what might happen
I don’t think about things to be done,
and I will forget who I am 
for I won’t allow it to drag me down.

Today I will read the paper o so slow
word for word I will read,
in the calmest way that I have become.
I will listen to music 
like nothing else matters,
my mind will be present without any pretend.

Today I won’t judge and I won’t try to think,
for tomorrow I might be dead 
and then what did it mean,
when I lay there rotting away in my own stink?

BY GHAZALEH ABASSALIAN
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Zen it



I wonder what’s on your mind
When our fingers intertwine
When your drunken lips are close to mine
I beg for your train of thought
When you hold me distraught
Without thought
I smell
Only alcohol on your breath and
The sour taste of your fears

Stoic Lover
BY BRITTANY HENRIQUES

BRITTANY HENRIQUES • STOIC LOVER
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BY LETÍCIA ALVAREZ UCHA

You

The alarm went off at 6AM every day. The par-
ents and their two children always followed 
the same routine. The silence in Lucas’ 

house was overwhelming. His mom, Célia, worked in 
retail and would come home early to make dinner. His 
dad, José, a physical therapist, regularly came home 
late, and his sister, Mariah, was worried about passing 
her university entrance exam and was always study-
ing.

One day during breakfast, the usual silence broke.

“Look at this, it’s absurd! Gangs of graffiti vandals were 
competing to see who could reach the highest point 
on the building. They marked it all up. The city’s spent 
millions on the paint job,” said José, shaking his head.

“I think the politicians deserve it. Instead of building 
public hospitals, they worry about what buildings 
look like! Meanwhile, people are dying in lines wait-
ing for free healthcare!” Célia cried.

“Whatever, I don’t own the building. All I care about 
is seeing my name on that university admissions list.” 
said Mariah, shrugging.

“Did they identify any of the artists?” asks Lucas, bit-
ing into a piece of bread.

“It doesn’t say anything about that,” replied father.

“What happened to my dress? It’s completely stained!”

“Mariah, how many times have I told you not to mix 
colors in the washing machine?”

Lucas choked. He got up and went out for his intern-
ship. His cell phone rand, yet he didn’t bother looking 
until later.

“I won’t be back until later today,” said José.

At night, Celia and Mariah watched a telenovela. On 
the other side of town, Lucas met with his group for 
yet another competition.

“That old building is perfect. It’s probably just a bunch 
of old geezers living there; just think how they’ll react 
tomorrow!” said Pietro, laughing. They started the 
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climb, armed with paint. In one of the 26th floor apart-
ments, it was romance time: lit candles, ylang ylang 
aroma.

From inside the room, a man sees a shadow and 
hears a noise. Thinking it an intruder, the man rushed 
toward the window with a racquet in hand, while the 
clueless woman in the other room called for him.

The wind caused the curtains to ruffle, and he saw 
something. Someone.

“You?!” The young man yelled from the other side 
of the window, before losing his balance and falling 
back.

Shocked, the man stood frozen, watching his son 
drop.
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As I open my mouth to scream, I 
swallow white bright luminosity, an infinite
sprinkling of twinkle.
It wraps itself around and
through my bones, reuniting with
the beginning of me. The
first asterisms,
spinning and full
Of the fire and fortitude that will belong
to a future version of me.
With a cloud of sage, I
feel something disperse,
dwindling in potency, hitting brick and
dying at my feet.
I am a galaxy, a force.
I cannot be crossed. I cannot
be torn or moved in any way, unless
I 
say. But
don’t count on my approval, 
I smile in awareness.
Listen... the gate.
Clicking shut.

BY SHANNON MASTROMONICO

Luminosity 
(how  I turn my pain into 
power)
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From where it started and where it’ll end, 
I fail to comprehend.
Nights pass in thinking and days in wandering, 
All these efforts just to search for my belonging.

From countries to cities,
From bars to clubs,
Who could answer me?
I find no one.

The true sense of happiness, is it an emotion or a feeling?
Do I have to search for it or look within?
When I look around I see happy faces,
Are they content or 
Are they part of passing phases.

All the inspection and introspection, 
Leaves me with just one unanswered question.

Is happiness a reality or a myth?

Is Happiness A 
Reality Or A Myth?

BY IKA
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BY KELSEY NICHOLE BROOKS

The Spines

“Have you ever noticed the crack of a human spine sounds just like the spine of a new 
book being opened? Books are a part of us all.”
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Sometimes 
she comes to this quaint 
Portuguese café with her daughter
but today she is alone
an unplanned retreat
to reconsider, refashion her life
imagine it in another order 
She orders Ferriera’s turkey and bacon omelette,
and spreads open Le Monde
A barista arrives with her espresso alongé
she resists the temptation of brown cane
sugar, though its crystals
wink at her solicitously from the jar
When the omelette arrives, she picks at it,
thinks of her daughter, her husband
feels the hole
that can’t be filled

The newspaper type is tiny
she is not really reading 
merely telling herself stories,
the aloneness now too consuming
Thinks of him in woolen
socks and Birkenstocks,
remembers how it used to be
how it might be again
The turkey and bacon taste odd today
the coffee off without sugar

 

BY CAROLYNE VAN DER MEER

MONTREAL 
CITYSCAPE

At Vasco de Gama
She pushes her half-eaten meal away,
crumples Le Monde under her arm
leaves without paying
The next day, she comes back 
to settle the bill
arm-in-arm
with her husband and daughter,
finally feels full
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I am sipping coffee, picking from a crumbling bran muffin, 
reading Kate Dempsey’s “Drunk the Poet” 
when he shows up, dirty, barefoot, and
carrying an oversized bottle of beer
A transparent patch covers an intravenous 
PICC line on his neck 
the veins around it pop out 
as he approaches two young women
at the table next to me
He asks if they speak French or English
and when neither answer him, 
his sarcasm sprays like spittle: 
What, you don’t speak?
The waiter tells him to leave
while other diners look on, mute
Ah, you have to work, you have a job! 
Go wash your fucking dishes! This—
he gestures around him — is my living 
room, my kitchen! No one
can make me leave!
but he does leave,
and we, dull sidewalk gossips,
return to our coffees, our chatter,
our books, giving the drunk poet 
nothing to work with

 

Stanley Street Café
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They stand outside the Square Victoria entrance
inclement weather
free newspapers
Metro and 24h
in plastic bags
resting on outstretched arms
In front of the doors
they huddle
discuss Nietzsche
debate Kierkegaard
in accented French
educated foreigners
discuss educated things
shove papers at you 
for a living
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